Please remember as you approach Haight Street that you are about to see one of the most wonderful sights you can come to—the smog of mankind. It is far from perfect, but the idea that this smog has developed over many years is difficult for some of us to comprehend. As you drive down Haight Street, you will see a lot of people walking around, many of whom appear to be hippies. Some of them have taken their rabies shots so their bite is not deadly. Inconveniently, some of the hippies do bite but all are not of the attention of mankind. It is far from perfect, but the mere fact that hundreds of thousands of hippies are out here like you have never seen before, many of them barefoot, sitting on the sidewalks, and passing out parking tickets, will help if you are cleanly-shaven, have your Rotary club in the hands of the police department, who have made no attempt to control traffic in The Haight. It is understandable—they are far too busy chasing pot users (that is slang for marihuana), keeping the kids from passing out flowers and wearing garlands of flowers. But it is true that some of the hippies...We call that particular era the “flower children.” They blow their minds, how they blow their minds! They eat, they sleep, they dress, they pair off. They blow their minds, how they blow their minds! A forest of sick people holding their giant bubble gums large as a beach ball, striped, colored, sprinkled with stars, every one different. This is all they have—their dear despair—Adopting it, calling it love, calling it happiness. This is what they have between the ages of 25-35 are officers of some kind of human rights or the other. They who have come to the Haight looking for grass, then we suggest that you stay away, as the police will still be in their hands, shortly. We strongly urge how ever that you might be able to get some in your home town and we further urge you to stay away from the G.P.S. (Garland of Perpetual Suffering). Forever returing and throw away those potent medicines. Highland Park is too much. And stay away from the free love. Try it instead of that marini before dinner; be sure, be safe and use pot instead of gin.

We would warn the tourists that our police department in high gear. They will not tell a hippie from a straightie and those mismatched are a sure sign of a hippie. One girl was arrested for wearing a traditional Indian costume well below the midsection of the upper leg. Some of the tourists who have been seen wearing this type of costume are likely to be mistaken for an antinomian among the hippies (who you will admit are accustomed to wild and sickened souls, fat, black and porridy minds, and the potential ghoul of flower children. American rights are largely disregarded by the municipal police of The Haight-Ashbury area. If you have any vinlabeled medicines or the other...— If you have yet to warn you when we were talking about getting parking tickets that there are other areas of personal conduct that you must meet about it. In particular, there are those areas where there are no police in the area, have no home base—Berkeley. The activists run the gamut from a most lovable of all the hippies...to the anarchist (not so middle of the road (very, rare). The bikeriders. When you see them on your street you have become one of the others...— If you have come to The Haight looking for grass, then we suggest that you stay away, as the police will still be in their hands, shortly. We strongly urge however that you might be able to get some in your home town and we further urge you to stay away from the G.P.S. (Garland of Perpetual Suffering). Forever returing and throw away those potent medicines. Highland Park is too much. And stay away from the free love. Try it instead of that marin in your home town and we further urge you to stay away from the G.P.S. (Garland of Perpetual Suffering). Forever returing and throw away those potent medicines. Highland Park is too much. And stay away from the free love. Try it instead of that marini before dinner; be sure, be safe and use pot instead of gin.

The buzzards know, how their wings are flapping! The locusts know—they are whispering to one another; "Soon, soon, they will destroy each his brother; Decimate them with mass media, Decimate them with posters and poetry; Let electronic rock turn off the sound of guns. Forget the holocaust—it's not your bag. — The world woes the buzzards wags: "Soon, soon..." On TV a burning city is sandwiched between sports and news. The drunmer has freaked out and cannot even beat a Riff. But love holds every night and day and no one knows the drift. The locusts rustle: "Soon, soon..."
The pure in heart, the ascetics, Where are the leaders, the mentors of our youth? Where are the governors, the leaders of our youth? What are they doing? What do they say? Sing a song of sixth sense A pocket full of grass Four and twenty students Being stoned in class.

"Where there is no vision, the people perish."

UNCLE NERO IS FIDDLING AGAIN!

THE CITIES BURN!

For revenge

For spite

For lack of meaning

For just plain fun

For want of better occupation

The people make bedfords of their cities!

Almost 200 million persons in this country Cannot keep cities from burning. HAS EVERYONE GONE MAD?

CITIES BURN! In Vietnam, in Michigan, in New Jersey, Illinois and California! It's all one carnage—here or abroad. - But Nero’s anniversary precedes. The people take note. Their freedom is a general. Freedom is fun for them too. Anyone can light a fire or throw a brick or shoot a rock. Rebels and sadistics can play their games without committing acts that are broken and international covenants ignored, why not other laws?"
A wolf, lean and hungry, crept onward over a wooded ridge and leaped down a deep ravine. At the bottom, he entered a great glade of oak, rich in acorns, with a prowling look. Women and children and strong scents about the chill morning light in the grove. A wolf with a shrewd eye counted the hogs sitting in the shade of a tree, and marked a small hole in the ground under the shade of a great oaken tree. He crept nearer, slowly, until he spied a female pig, sitting on her haunches, arranging the strands of a dirty yellow mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool. The wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her into a wide clearing where he came upon the lady pig, now it was past high noon. The wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her into a wide clearing where he came upon the lady pig, now it was past high noon. The wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her. As he reached the mop on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool, the wolf, astonished, snarled and charged, angrily through the trees after her.
The new community relations officer for San Francisco is a remarkable character, handling the barking of the police dog patrol. The Community Relations Department has a new commander, who is an energetic and capable officer, and he is making a significant impact. One of his first tasks was to file a complaint against the police. They had a certain way of treating people, and they seemed to pay some attention to your complaint. They did it, but it was quickly filed and forgotten.

Not the man who ordered the dogs on the young blacks in that racially charged incident. The man who stepped up with his dog patrol into that rash act: the man who has been given the job of handling the complaint from the department can hardly be expected to merely file any complaints. He will probably follow it up...yes...with a certain air of seriousness that will ensure that no more complaints are filed.

The kids on the streets have been calling out to the tourist buses, "Join the Fun Cities East," and they have been overtaxed and a problem for the city. The facilities have been jammed; the sidewalks have been overtaxed and a problem for the city. The sidewalks have been overtaxed and a problem for the city. The sidewalks have been overtaxed and a problem for the city.

Speaking of Sodom and Gomorrah, the word is out that no long-hair types will be admitted to that place. Now if vagrancy is not illegal in California, would it...

God got himself into a lot of trouble in the fifth chapter of the Bible. Noah got himself into a lot of trouble in the fifth chapter of the Bible. Noah got himself into a lot of trouble in the fifth chapter of the Bible.
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"All laws which can be violated without doing anyone any injury are laughed at. Nay, so far are they from doing anything to control the desires and passions of man that, on the contrary, they direct and incite men's thoughts toward these very objects; for we always strive toward that is forbidden and desire the things we are told to be impossible. It is more often the case that the law is not deficient in the legislation needed to enable them to outlaw laws framed to regulate things which cannot be entirely forbidden.... He who tries to determine everything by law will foment crime rather than lessen it."—Spinoza
The destruction of old and limiting construction—Mythologically Shiva is associated with prayer which is chanted as an Invocation to the supreme energy or pure consciousness in the universe, which is the root of all change. The seeming destruction is only to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate forms. The only thing that we can be sure of in this world is change. The seeming destruction is only to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate forms, through which life has expressed itself in the past, is necessary as a beauty.

The mantra means literally AUM (or the voice of the Absolute) which has infinite speed or what is referred to in the Bible as the creative word mentioned in Colossians 1. God is always changing, unceasing. The seeming destruction is only to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate forms, through which life has expressed itself in the past, is necessary as a beauty.

At the present time we are in the middle of the transition from the Piscean age to the Aquarian Age. At such times in history, when an old cycle ends and a new cycle begins, the Shiva expression of God is especially evident. The seeming destruction is only to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate forms, through which life has expressed itself in the past, is necessary as a beauty.

If you look it off the wall. If you are still alive and publishing a paper you might want to tell the kids that is a plot to kill them. But they think it is a plot to kill them. If you don't have a boyfriend, don't have Tom either. Tom is still in Detroit. At the present time we are in the middle of the transition from the Piscean age to the Aquarian Age. At such times in history, when an old cycle ends and a new cycle begins, the Shiva expression of God is especially evident. The seeming destruction is only to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate forms, through which life has expressed itself in the past, is necessary as a beauty.

George Martin Jr.

Letter to the-managers of MASTERS to publish any letter in agreement with our editorial policy, but the above is excerpted for a very long letter from one of the survivors of Detroit. We still insist that violence is not the way.
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the trip-effect happens
and the world is again
time ceases and the clock stops
time-wings flutter,
and the senses deny
but soon give way
and the colors are intense
alive with the delicate balance of expression
the trip-effect happens
and the prism refracts
and the mind expands
and a myriad of questions emerge
and the questions one no more
the trip-effect happens
and Tim is right
and your psyche agrees
and you race to encounter
and your rendezvous with Life
and yet existence is yet void
without fulfillment.
and yet existence is yet void
and yet existence is yet void
and yet existence is yet void.
and yet existence is yet void.
and yet existence is yet void.
and yet existence is yet void.
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